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Let k be a field complete with respect to a discrete valuation v  and G be the 
k-holomorphic space associated to a k-split algebraic torus. Let r be a discrete sub- 
group of maximal rank of the group of k-rational points of G; in case T= G/f is 
algebra&able, Cartier divisors on T are determined by k-meromorphic theta 
functions on G. Let E be a k-rational divisor on T, algebraically equivalent to zero, 
and a be a zero cycle on T such that all the components of a are k-rational. It is 
shown that the Niron local intersection symbol (E, a) can be calculated from the 
values of a k-meromorphic theta function associated to E. % 1985 Academc Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let k be a field with a nontrivial absolute value u and A be an abelian 
variety defined over k. Let a be a O-cycle on A of degree zero such that 
each component of a is k-rational and E be a k-rational divisor on A such 
that Ial n 1 El = 0. The theory of distributions developed by Weil [lo] and 
refined by Nkron leads to the construction of a biadditive symbol (E, a), 
with values in [w [S]. N&on shows that theta functions can be used to 
calculate (E, a), in case u is archimedean [S, III, Sect. 71, and uses his 
theory of minimal models to prove that (E, a), takes rational values in case 
u is a discrete valuation [S, III, Sect. 4, ThCor&me 23. The results from 
N&on’s theory which will be referred to in this paper are summarized in 
Section 1. 
In case u is nonarchimedean and k is complete with respect to the 
topology defined by v there exist abelian varieties defined over k, in par- 
ticular, those of Riemannian type which can be uniformized by 
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k-holomorphic theta functions, [ 1, 6, 7, 8, 91. In Section 2 we recall the 
basic cohomological and analytic constructions from the theory of these 
abelian varieties that will be used throughout this paper and characterize 
the varieties of Riemannian type as those which admit principal 
polarizations defined over k. 
Beginning in Section 3 we assume that u is discrete and normalized so 
that the value group is Z, that k is complete with respect to the topology 
defined by u, and that E is algebraically equivalent to zero. In case A is of 
strongly diagonal type we choose a positive nondegenerate k-rational 
divisor D on A and a k-holomorphic theta function associated to D and 
use them to define a symbol (E, a), which takes values in k* and with the 
property that u((E, a)D)/Z(D)2 = (E, a), E Z. The symbol (E, a)D is 
bimultiplicative in case D defines a principal polarization of A. 
The elliptic curves of Tate, their quasifunctions and their N&on models 
are discussed briefly in Section 4 where a formula, based on results of 
N&on and Tate, for the N&on symbol is given. For curves of strongly 
diagonal type this formula may also be viewed as a special case of results 
proven in Section 3. On the other hand, it shows that the symbol assumes 
integral values (for all a and E) only in the case of curves of strongly 
diagonal type; and hence the point of view developed in Section 3 must be 
modified if one is to arrive at an analytic expression for the N&on symbol 
applicable to any abelian variety of Riemannian type. 
Abelian varieties of diagonal type and varieties of Riemannian type are 
treated in Sections 5 and 6, respectively. Isogeny arguments lead to an 
expression for the N&on symbol in terms of the symbol defined in Sec- 
tion 3 and show that it takes rational values. This approach to the N&on 
symbol for abelian varieties of Riemannian type does not depend on the 
concept of quasifunction or on the theory of minimal models. 
1 
Let k be a field with a nontrivial absolute value u and A be an abelian 
variety defined over k. Let A(k) denote the group of k-rational points of A 
and D,(A), the group of k-rational divisors which are linearly equivalent to 
zero. Let Z;(A), be the group of O-cycles of degree zero such that each 
component is k-rational. 
If EE D,(A),, then there exists a k-rational function f on A such that 
div f = E, [ 11, IX, Sect. 4, Theorem 8, Corollary 23. Let a E Zb(A)k, a = 
C;=lb,y, with bioZ, y,~A(k), in case lalnlE/ =/2/ define E(a)= 
I-I;= 1 f (yi)bl E k*. E(a) depends only on E and a and not on the choice off: 
Let y E A(k) and E, and a,, denote the translations of E and of a by y, then 
E(a) = E,(a,,). 
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Recall that D can be used to define a metric on ,4(k) in the following 
manner. Cover A by Zariski open subsets Vi, ie N such that each Ui is an 
afline variety defined over k. Clearly u induces a metric di on each 
A(k) n Ui. If a, a’ E A(k) n Uin Vi, di(a, a’) = dj(u, a’). For a, a’ E A(k) such 
that there exists no Ui with a, a’ E Ui, let d(u, a’) = 1. The metrics di, i E N 
and d define a metric on A(k), [4, I, Sect. 91. 
For any divisor X on A let U(X) = A - 1x1 and U(X)(k) denote the set of 
k-rational points of U(X). Using his theory of quasifunctions N&on has 
shown [S, II, Section 9, Thtoreme 3, Remarque (d)] that to every pair 
(E, a) consisting of a k-rational divisor E algebraically equivalent to zero 
and a E Z;(A), such that Ial n 1 El = Qr there is a unique way of assigning a 
real number (E, a), so that 
(i) (E, a), depends biadditively on E and on a, 
(ii) (E, a),= (E,, a.“)” for all ye A(k), 
(iii) for EED,(A),, (E, a), = u(E(a)), and 
(iv) for yOe U(E)(k) fixed, the map 1: U(E)(k) + IR defined by 
4~) = (4 (Y) - (YO)), is bounded on each u-bounded set of U(E)(k). We 
shall refer to (E, a), as the N&on symbol. 
2 
(1) Let k be a field complete with respect to a nontrivial non- 
archimedean valuation v. Let z1 ,..., z, be indeterminates, G,’ = Spec k[z,, 
z;‘,..., z,, z, ~ ‘1 be the k-split algebraic torus of dimension r, and G be the 
associated k-holomorphic space, ( Gm’)ho,. Let L be a field containing k and 
let 1 1,..., I, EL*, then the L-valued point in G,’ defined by the k-algebra 
homomorphism k[z,,z;‘,..., z,, z;‘] -+ L which maps zi to 1; will be 
denoted by (I,,..., 1,). In this way the group G(L) of L-valued points of G is 
canonically identified with (L*)’ and the zi may be thought of as a system 
of coordinates in G. 
Let r be a free discrete subgroup of G of rank r and let T denote the 
k-holomorphic space G/r, [ 1, Sect. 1; 2, Sect. 83. T will be called a 
k-holomorphic torus. The group T(L) of L-valued points of T is 
canonically identified with (L*)‘/r. If {yi} = { (yi ,,..., y,)}, i= l,..., r, is a 
basis for E, then (rii), 1 < i, j< r, will be called a period matrix for T. We 
shall say that T is k-projective algebraic if there exists a projective algebraic 
variety V defined over k and a k-holomorphic isomorphism t,k: VhO, + T. By 
the ultrametric version of Chow’s theorem T is a projective algebraic 
variety defined over k, the k-holomorphic group structure on T is a 
k-algebraic group structure [I, Sect. 4, Remark], and hence T is an abelian 
variety defined over k. If, for example, there exists a period matrix for T 
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such that yii = rii and u(y,J > 0 for all i, j, then T is k-projective algebraic 
[ 1, 6, 7, 91. A k-holomorphic torus T having such a period matrix is said 
to be of Riemannian type. 
Let T= G/T be a k-projective algebraic torus and T’ = G/T’ be a 
k-holomorphic torus such that there exists a k-holomorphic map cp: T’ + T 
with finite fibers, then T’ is also k-projective algebraic [l, Sect. 4, 
Lemma 51. If there exist positive integers di,..., d, such that the map 
@: G + G defined by @(z, ,..., z,) = (z;ll,..., z$) maps r’ into r and @ induces 
cp, then cp is said to be of type (d, ,..., d,). 
Let A be an abelian variety of dimension r defined over k. We shall say 
that A is representable by a k-holomorphic torus if there exists a 
k-holomorphic torus T’ and a k-holomorphic isomorphism of T’ with Aho,. 
If this is the case, there exists a k-holomorphic torus T of Riemannian type, 
positive integers d, ,..., d, and a surjective k-holomorphic map cp: T’ -+ T of 
type (d, ,..., d,), [ 1, Sect. 4, Remark]. A is said to be of Riemannian type if 
A is representable by a k-holomorphic torus of Riemannian type. 
(2) Let A be an abelian variety defined over k which is representable by 
a k-holomorphic torus T= G/T, let D(T) denote the group of k-analytic 
Cartier divisors on T, and D,(T) denote the subgroup of divisors of 
k-meromorphic functions on T. Let A* denote the group of nowhere 
vanishing k-holomorphic functions on G, then r acts on A* by translation. 
There exists a surjective map [: D(T) -+ Hi(T, A *) with kernel D,(T), [ 1, 
Sect. 3, Theorem 31. Let v: D( T)/D,( T) + H’(T, A*) denote the induced 
isomorphism. 
Let H denote the character group of G; H consists of all functions 
z? . . . z ;, V,E Z, and A* =k* . H, [l, Sect. 1; 2, Sect. 81. The short exact 
sequence 1 + k* + A* -+ A*/k* + 1 of r-modules gives ... + H +’ 
H’(T, k*) -+ H’(I’, A*) +B H’(F’, A*/k*) + .... Since racts trivially on k* 
and on A*/k* this becomes ... -, H --+’ Hom(T, k*) -+ H’(T, A*) +lr 
Hom(r, H) -+ .... 
Let D,(T) = {D E D(T) 1 /I 0 ((0) = 1) and let Pit T= D,( T)/D,( T), then 
r](Pic T) is isomorphic to the image of Hom(r, k*) in H’(I’, A*) and hence 
Hom(T, k*)/d(H)ZPic T. 
Clearly Hom(r, k*) is isomorphic to (k*)’ and it can be shown that 
6(H) is a discrete free subgroup of Hom(r, k*) of rank r. Furthermore, 
there exists a k-projective algebraic torus T such that p(k) = Hom(r, k*)/ 
6(H) z Pit T. 
Let D,(A), denote the group of k-rational divisors on A which are 
algebraically equivalent to zero. A k-holomorphic isomorphism +: Aho, + T 
determines an isomorphism D(ll/): D,(A), + D,( 7’) with the property that 
D($)(l),(A),) = D,(T). Let A^ denote the Picard variety of A, then J/ deter- 
mines a k-holomorphic isomorphism I$: Aho, -+ $ such that q(k): Aho,(k) + 
p(k) is the isomorphism D,(A),/D,(A), + D,( T)/D,( T) induced by D(lc/). 
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(3) Let D be a k-rational Weil divisor on A. D determines a k-analytic 
Cartier divisor on T. Let c(D) E H’(f, A*) denote the associated 
cohomology class. 
DEFINITION. A theta function associated to D is a k-meromorphic 
functionfon G such thatf(z) = jo(y)(z) f(yz) for all z E G and y E l-, where 
j. E Z’(T, A*) is a representative of i(D). 
Remark. Such theta functions exist for every D [ 1, Sect. 2.31. If D is 
positive, then any theta function associated to D is k-holomorphic. Let 
rrg =&c(D)), then any j. E Z’(T, A*) can be written so = c,. oD for some 
map cg: r+ k*, Cl, Sect. 3.11. 
D determines a k-rational homomorphism cpo: A + A^ given by qD(a) = 
cl(D - D,). If D is a positive nondegenerate divisor, cpo is an isogeny, the 
k-vector space of k-holomorphic functions f: G + k which satisfy f(z) = 
jJ~)(z)f(yz) is finite dimensional and this dimension does not depend on 
the choice of j. in Z’(T, A*). Denote this dimension by Z(D), then I(D)’ = 
deg cpo, [ 1, Sect. 6, Theorem 91. 
In case l(D) = 1, (p. is a k-isomorphism. Let EE D,(A),, then there is a 
unique a E A such that cl E = cl(D - D,). Furthermore cl E is a k-rational 
point of 2, [3, IV, Sect. 41 and hence a E A(k). 
PROPOSITION. T is of Riemannian type if and only if there exists a 
positive nondegenerate k-rational Weil divisor D on A such that 
dim, p(A, O(D)) = 1. 
Proof. Let (yQ) be a period matrix for T such that yii= yii and v(y,,) > 0 
for all i, j and define an isomorphism c: r -+ H by o(y,) = zi. By [ 1, 
Sect. 3.1; cf. Sect. 4.3, Remark], there exists 3 E H’(I’, A*) such that 
p(j) = o; 3 is a positive nondegenerate cocycle in the sense of Cl, Sect. 3.21. 
The k-vector space of k-holomorphic functions satisfying f(z) = 
j(y)(z)f(yz) is one-dimensional by [l, Sect. 4.3, Lemma 83. A nonzero 
element of this vector space defines a k-analytic positive Cartier divisor D’ 
on T. D’ determines a positive k-rational Weil divisor D on A such that 
deg 9, = dim, fl(A, B(D))’ = 1 and hence D is nondegenerate. 
Conversely, let D be a positive nondegenerate k-rational Weil divisor on 
A such that dim, p(A, O(D))= I(D) = 1, then a,~Hom(T, H) is an 
isomorphism and there exists a basis yi, i= l,..., r, of r such that 
OD(yi)=Zi. By Cl, Sect. 3.11, yii=yii and v(yii) > 0 by [l, Sect. 3.2, 
Theorem 2 1. 
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3 
Throughout the rest of this paper we assume that IJ is a discrete 
valuation normalized so that its value group is Z and that k is complete 
with respect to the topology defined by Y. Let k be an algebraic closure of 
k, then there exists a unique valuation V on k which extends v and 6: F+ Q. 
DEFINITION. An abelian variety A defined over k which is representable 
by a k-holomorphic torus T= G/T is said to be of strongly diagonal type if 
there exists a period matrix (yV) for T such that v(y,) = 1 and ~(7~) = 0 for 
al i # j. 
Let A be an abelian variety of strongly diagonal type, then there is 
clearly only one basis for r with the property that the period matrix 
satisfies the condition stated in the definition. Choose a k-holomorphic 
isomorphism of Aho, with T and identify them by this isomorphism. Let 
F= {(zr,..., zI) E G(k)1 0 < v(zi) < 1, for all i}, then F is a fundamental 
domain for r in G(k). Let U= {(z 1 ,..., z,)EFIu(z~)=O, for all i). The 
points of U will be called unit points of G. 
For a field L 3 k, let D,(A), denote the group of divisors on A which are 
algebraically equivalent to zero and are rational over L. Let E E: D,(A)k, D 
be a positive nondegenerate k-rational Weil divisor on A, and d= i(D)‘, ~2, 
and di be, respectively, the degree, the separable degree, and the 
inseparable degree of the isogeny ~0,. Then there exist uj~ A(k) and 
k-rational functions hi, 1 <j< d, on A such that E= D-D, + (hi). The 
point aj determines h, up to multiplication by an element of k*. We regard 
each hi as a function on G constant on the orbits of l? 
DEFINITION 1. Let f be a k-holomorphic theta function associated to D 
and Zj denote the representative of uj in F. Let fZj(z) = f(z/Zj), Q = (fif,) hj 
and ddE = (ny=, (I$!)~. The function 8,, will be called a theta function of 
type (D, f) associated to dE. 
DEFINITION 2. Let a = C;= r biyi, with big Z, be a O-cycle of degree 
zero on A. For each i, let pi be the representative of yi in F; a will be called 
a unit point cycle in case ji is a unit point for each i. 
DEFINITION 3. Let a be a unit point cycle, EE D,(A)k such that 
Ial n 1 El = a, and D be a positive nondegenerate k-rational Weil divisor 
on A. Let (E, a), = nf=, 0,( ji)b’ E E*. 
PROPOSITION 1. (E, a)D is independent of the choice off: Zf E E D,( A)k 
and a E Z;(A),, then (E, a), E k*. 
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Proof: It suffices to show that each n;= I (c?~(J#‘~ is independent of the 
choice off and that E E D,(A), and a E Z;(A), imply lJ;=, 192(JJ”l E k*. 
Let f’ be a k-holomorphic theta function associated to D, then f’ = bf, 
where b(z) = CZ;~ * *. z; for some c E k* and vi E Z. Let 0’$ = (f ‘/f L,) hi, then 
n;=, @(j@ = n;= l Op( j$” b ecause Cf=, bi = 0. In case E is a k-rational 
divisor, there exists a k-meromorphic theta function 6’ associated to E, and 
Q/OEk*H, for each j. Multiplying each hi by an element of k*, if 
necessary, we may assume that each 02 is a k-meromorphic function. If also 
a E Z;(A),, then Fig G(k), for each i, and n;=, 0s(Ji)61~ k*. 
COROLLARY. Let a be a unit point cycle, EE D,(A)&. If l(D) = 1, then 
(4 a)D = E(a). 
Proof, Write E = D -D, + (h) with a =O, then 8,= h and the con- 
clusion follows. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let a be a unit point cycle, EE D,(A)&, and D be as 
above, then (E, a), = (E,, a,), for all t E A(@ such that 2 is a unit point. 
Proof: By the theorem of the square there exist rational functions gj on 
A such that E, = D,- Drr,+( +(h,),=D-D,+(gj)+(h,),. Let hi,(z)= 
hj(z/7), and 02, = (f/f5,) gjhjj, then 8,, = (nF=, Oz,)“J is a theta function of 
type (D, f) associated to dE,. It suffices to show that l-J;= 1 fQ(jj,)” = 
n;=, ez,(Ji)bC for each j. Set a = aj and let aTt denote the representative of 
a + t in F. Since i is a unit point, Zie F and hence iii = a+t. 
Recall that 3(z) = cD(y) r~Jy)(z) for all z E G and y E E, where c,: E-+ k* 
and cD E Hom(T, H). Hence the functions ff0,7-, = ffzi and f5 fi both satisfy 
the functional equation in e: 
e(z) = oc~~~~~i~ (ad* e(r-4, 
D 
for all z E G and y E K Thus ff,-r;if, fi is a meromorphic function on T and 
therefore a rational function on A. In fact, (ffOT,/fzfi) = (l/g), where 
g = gj, SO ffUT*/fci = C/g for some C E I?*, and ez, = c(fiif;i) hi, where h = hj. 
For each i, let pi denote the representative of y; in F; each Ji is a unit point 
so pi?= yzt, for each i. Hence l-I;=, e>,(JT,i)b’ = n;= I(cf (Ji)/fs(Ji)) 
h(ji)Jbf= nf=, f%(k)% so (6 a)D = (E,, a!),. 
Remark. Let a’ be a unit point cycle such that Ia’/ n IEl = @, then 
clearly (E, a + a’), = (E, a),(E, a’),. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let a be a unit point cycle, E E D,(A)R, D and aj, 
l<j<d,beasaboveandE’ED,(A)fsuchthat lalnIE’I=O.Ifri;isaunit 
point for each j, then (E+ E’, a), = (E, a)D(E’, a)D. 
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Proof: Let a,! E A(@ and h; be k-rational functions such that E’= 
D - Du; + (hi) for each j. By the theorem of the square there exist rational 
functions g, on A such that E + E’ = 20 -DO,- FO; + (hi) + (hi) = 
D-ou,+a;+(gj) for each j. Let 02 = (f/f,) hi, 02 = (j&,) h; and 
0212, = (fl’Uz) gj, then 0, = (nT= , 02)*, O,r = (nT=, t92.)4, and 
0 @+E’)= (nyL, e;:$,* are theta functions of type (D, f) associated to 
dE, dE’, and d(E + E’), respectively. It suffices to show that 
fi 132(,?~)~~. fi f3$(ji)bg = fi t3~~$(ji)bt for each j. 
i=l i=l i= I 
Set a = aj, a’ = ai, since ii is a unit point, iiii’ E F and hence Zi’ = a%‘. The 
functions ff,~~, and fC fzp both satisfy the same functional equation (cf. the 
proof of Proposition 2) so @8$/&~‘& is constant on the orbits of f, 
Q& = c&:$ for some c E F*, and the proposition follows. 
Remark. In case EE D,(A), and l(D) = 1 there exists a unique a E A(E) 
such that E = D - D, + (h) with a E A(k) (cf. Sect. 2.3), so the hypotheses of 
the proposition are satisfied. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let E, E’ E D,(A), and a, a’ E Z;(A),, then (E, CI)~ E k*. 
ZfI(D)=l, (E+E’,a),=(E,a),.(E’,a),, (E,a+a’),=(E,a),.(E,a’),, 
(E, a)D = (E,, a,),for all t E A(k), and (E, a), = E(a) in case EE D,(A),. 
Proof: The first affirmation was proven in Proposition 1. The others 
follow from the corollary to Proposition 1, from Proposition 2, and from 
the remarks after Propositions 2 and 3. 
Remark. Proposition 4 applies to abelian varieties of Riemannian type 
which are representable by a k-holomorphic torus with a symmetric period 
matrix (yii) such that v(y,,) = 1 for all i and v(yV) = 0 for i #j (cf. Sect. 2.3). 
For example, let A be an elliptic curve with period matrix q, u(q) = 1, and 
with identity 0, then (E + E’, a)C = (E, a)o(E’, a)c. 
DEFINITION 4. Let a be a unit point cycle, E E D,(A),- such that 
Ial n [El = @ and 8 be a k-meromorphic theta function associated to E. Let 
(E, a) = C(n;=, tI( Ji)bl) E Q. 
PROPOSITION 5. (E, a) is independent of the choice of 8. Zf EE D,(A), 
and a E Z;(A),, then (E, a) E Z. 
Proof Let 8’ be a k-meromorphic theta function associated to E, then 
B’(z)=cz,“‘... zryrO(z), where z = (z, ,..., z,) for some c E k* and some vi E H. 
Let (E, a)’ = iY(n;= 1 O’(yi)“‘) and let Ji= (jjil,..., Ji,). By hypothesis, 
u( jjiJ) = 0 for all i = l,..., s, j = l,..., r, so (E, a)= (E, a)‘. In case EE D,(A),, 
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6 can be taken to be k-meromorphic. If also a E Zb(A ),, ji E G(k) for each i 
and the second assertion follows. 
COROLLARY 1. Let D be a positive nondegenerate k-rational Weil divisor 
on A and d=I(D)‘, then (E, a)=fi((E, a),)/d and hence V((E, a),)/d is 
independent of the choice of D. 
Proof. Using the notation of Definitions 1 and 2 let (E, u)~,,, = 
n;=, IY~(J~)~‘, then (E, a)=z?((E, a),,,), for each j. Since (E, a),= 
(np= ,(E, CX)~,~,)~, the corollary follows. 
COROLLARY 2. Let a be a unit point cycle and E, E’ E D,(A)f, then 
(E+ E’, a) = (E, a) + (E’, a). 
Proof: Let O,, 0,. and 9,,, be k-meromorphic theta functions 
associated to E, E’ and E+ E’, respectively, then eEtiE’ and e,,,. are both 
theta functions associated to E + E’ and the corollary follows. 
COROLLARY 3. If EE D,(A),, then (E, a) = tT(E(a)). 
Proof: There exists a k-rational function h such that E= (h) and h is a 
k-meromorphic theta function associated to E. 
DEFINITION 5. For y E A(k) let (y) denote the O-cycle of degree one 
with support y. Let D be a positive nondegenerate k-rational Weil divisor 
on A, EE D,(A),-, yOe U(E)(k) and S be a subset of U(E)(k). For YES, let 
V(Y) = (6 (Y) - (YO))~ E k*. 
PROPOSITION 6. If S is v-bounded, then q(S) is a v-bounded subset of Ii 
disjoint from some neighbourhood of zero. 
Proof: Let n: G + G/T denote the projection; n induces a local 
homeomorphism x(k): G(k) + T(k) = A(k) in the v-topology. Using the 
notation of Definition 1, let 192 = (ffG,) h and 8, = (n$ 1 of)“. Recall that 
f is defined by a Laurent series which converges everywhere on G and 
f(z)=OifandonlyifzEn-’ (D). Let J and jjO denote the representatives of 
y and y, in F, respectively. Let ,!? = {z E FI n(z) E S}, then the image of the 
map q: 3 --+ k* defined by q( jj) = (E, (y) - (y,)), = q(y) is a C-bounded 
subset of k disjoint from some neighbourhood of zero. 
COROLLARY. Let d= l(D)2 and L: S + Q be defined by I(y) = V(q(y))/d. 
Zf S is v-bounded, then l.(S) is a bounded subset of Ft. 
THEOREM. Let aEZb(A)k and EED,(A)~, then (E, a)eZ. Let (E, a), be 
the N&on symbol, then (E, a), = (E, a). 
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Proof The first assertion was proven in Proposition 5 and the corollary 
to that proposition shows that (E, a) = o((E, a),)/d for an integer d, 
independent of E. Thus Proposition 2, the remark following it, 
Proposition 3, Corollaries 2 and 3 of Proposition 5, and the corollary to 
Proposition 6 show that (E, a) satisfies the four properties which charac- 
terize the N&on symbol. 
4 
(1) N&on’s original construction of the symbol (E, a), was based on 
his theory of quasifunctions and is applicable to any abelian variety A 
defined over a field k with an absolute value u. Using the Weierstrass nor- 
mal form, Tate found explicit expressions for N&on’s quasifunctions in 
case A is an elliptic curve and k is complete with respect to the topology 
defined by u, under the additional hypothesis that for nonarchimedean u 
the characteristic of the residue field of k is unequal to two or three [12]. 
In this section we use Tate’s results to calculate (E, a), for EE D,(A), such 
that each component of E is k-rational. 
The proof of Proposition 2 and the theorem in Section 3 showed that for 
any abelian variety A of strongly diagonal type a = C;r, r bi yi, an element 
of G(A),, and EED,(A)~ such that [al n [El = @ there exists a 
k-meromorphic theta function 0, such that (E, a), = u(n;= r @,(ji)bl) for 
certain liftings Ji of the yi in G. On the other hand, the proposition in this 
section implies that for an elliptic curve which is representable by a 
k-holomorphic torus, but is not of strongly diagonal type there exist a and 
E such that (E, a), 4 Z. Hence there exists no k-meromorphic theta function 
cp such that (E, a), = u(n;= r cp(ji)‘l), regardless of the choice of the liftings 
p,. However, in Sections 5 and 6 we shall show that every abelian variety A 
of Riemannian type is k-isogenous to an abelian variety A’ of strongly 
diagonal type and that the N&on symbol for A can be calculated from the 
values of theta functions associated to divisors on A’. 
(2) Throughout the rest of this section let A denote an elliptic curve 
which is representable by a k-holomorphic torus T= G/T and let (q), 
u(q) > 0, be a period matrix for T. Let 0 denote the identity of A and 
O:G+,C, O(z)=(l--z-l)~~=,(l-qmz-l)(l-qmz) be the Tate theta 
function [S, Sect. 2; 12, Sect. 4B]; in the terminology of Section 2.3, 0 is a 
k-holomorphic theta function associated to the divisor (0). For ZE k*, let 
IX(Z) = u(z)/u(q) and let 6(z) = 0(0(z)) + ((6cr*(z)+ 6a(z) + 1)/12) u(q). Since 
@(q-‘z) = -z@(z) = @(z-l) and cr(q--‘z) = M(Z) - 1, 6 is constant on cosets 
of {q) in k* and hence induces a function on T(k) with values in Q. Let 
P, = x(z) E A(k) and define 6,: A(k) -+ Q by 6,(P,) = 6(z). Tate, see [ 12, 
lot. cit.], has shown that 6, is the N&on quasifunction associated to the 
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divisor (0) [S, II, Sect. 8, Theoreme 23. For z’ E k*, let 6,JPz) = S(z/z’), 
then 6,. is the quasifunction associated to the divisor (P,.).- 
Let E E D,(A), such that every component of E is k-rational, then E can 
be written as a Z-linear combination of divisors of the form (0) - (P,), for 
r E k*. Let a~ &(A),; a can be written as a H-linear combination of 
O-cycles of the form (P,) - (P,) for s, t E k*. Since the N&on symbol (E, a), 
is biadditive, to calculate its value for E and a as above it suflices to deter- 
mine its value for E= (0) - (P,), a = (P,,) - (P,). 
hoPos1T10~. Let A be an elliptic curve which is representable by a 
k-holomorphic torus T and let (q) be a period matrix for T. Let 
a = (P,) - (P,) and E= (0) - (P,) such that /al n [El = 125. Then (E, a), = 
v(O(s)) - v(@(s/r)) - v(@(t)) + v(@(t/r)) + (a(s) - a(t))a(r)v(q) and 
(6 a),E U/v(q)) z. 
Pro@ By N&on’s construction, [S, p. 2881, (E, a), = c?,(P~) - 
dp,( P,Y) - &,(P,) + S.,(P,) from which the formula follows. For any u E k*, 
v(O(u)) E Z because 0 is a k-holomorphic function, and hence (E, a), E 
(W(q)) .z. 
Remark. If A is not of strongly diagonal type, v(q) > 2 and r, s, and t 
can be chosen such that v(r) = 1 and v(s)- u(t)= 1, so (E, a),EB + 
(l/v(q)). 
COROLLARY. Let A be an elliptic curve of strongly diagonal type and a 
and E be as in the proposition, then (E, a), = v((E, a),) E Z. 
Proof: By hypothesis v(q) = 1, so (E, a),E Z. Take r, s, and t to be unit 
points; since O/O, is a theta function of type (0, 0) associated to E, the 
corollary follows from the proposition and the definition of (E, a)C. 
Remark. The corollary also follows immediately from Corollary 1 of 
Proposition 5 and the theorem in Section 3. In fact, applying those results 
to elliptic curves of strongly diagonal type yields more than the corollary as 
they are valid without the assumptions that every component of E is 
k-rational and that the residue field of k has characteristic unequal to two 
or three. 
(3) Let A be an elliptic curve which is representable by a 
k-holomorphic torus. In case the residue field of k is perfect, the fact that 
(E, a), E (l/v(q)) Z can be deduced by examining the N&on model for A. 
This argument remains valid even if the residue field has characteristic two 
or three. We sketch the proof. The reduction of the p-standard k-model for 
A is a curve with an ordinary double point, [4, III, Sects. 5, 71. Let j 
denote the invariant of A, then u(j)= -v(q), [S, Sect. 3, VII]. Let 
m = u(q), then the p-standard model of A is of type (b,), [4, III, Sect. 8, 
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last sentence]. Let A, be a p-simple p-minimal k-model of A. The special 
fiber of A, has m components, [4, III, Sect. 101, so by [.5, III, Sect. 5, 
Theo&me 1, and Sect. 3, Proposition 2(iii)], (E, a),. E (l/m) Z. 
5 
DEFINITION 1. An abelian variety B defined over k which is represen- 
table by a k-holomorphic torus T, = G/A is said to be of diagonal type if 
there exists a symmetric period matrix (6,), 1 < i, j< Y, for T, such that 
u(dii)>O and u(6,,)=0 for all i#j. 
Abelian varieties of diagonal type are discussed in [9, II]. Note that 
abelian varieties of strongly diagonal type are not necessarily of diagonal 
type. 
Let B be an abelian variety of diagonal type and T, and (6,) be as in the 
definition. For each pair i, j let yji be a u(d,;)th root of Sji in k and let k’ = 
k(y;i),<i,i<r. Let r’ be the subgroup of G generated by the yi = ($, . . . yir), 
i= 1 ,..., r, and let T’= G/T’. Then the map N: G + G defined by 
N(z, ,..., z,) = (z,“(‘~” ,..., z~“(~~~’ ) induces a surjective k’-holomorphic map 
v: T’ -+ T, of degree d=fl;=, ~(6,) [l, Sect. 6.11. There exists an abelian 
variety A’ defined over k’ of strongly diagonal type and a k’-holomorphic 
isomorphism of A;,, with T’, cf. Section 2. Choose a k’-holomorphic 
isomorphism between T’ and Ah0, and identify them by means of this 
isomorphism. Similarly, identify T, with B,,,. The map v is induced by a 
k’-rational map from A’ to B; this map will also be denoted by v. 
Let e, = d/u(hjj), M: G + G be defined by M(z, ,..., z,) = (z,” ‘. . zrfr), and 
let p: T, + T’ be the map induced by M. There is a k/-rational map from B 
to A’ which induces p; we denote this map by p also. 
Observe that p 0 v: A’ --t A’ is multiplication by d. Let F,, denote the fun- 
damental domain for I-’ in G(k) constructed in Section 3. Let y E B(k’), 
then p(y) E A’(k’) and hence the representative PC) of p(y) in FA, is a unit 
point. 
DEFINITION 2. Let a E Zb(B)k, and LED,(A’)~ such that Ial n 
lp*LI = a. Set (p*L, a),= (L, p*a), where ( , ) is the symbol of Section 3, 
Definition 4. 
Remark. The hypotheses on a and L imply that (~*a/ n IdLl = @. Let 
a=C:=, b,y, with b,E7 and yi E B(R’), then (p*L, a), = 
Es=, biV(OL(pc))) = C;=, bj(B, 0 M( y:)), where eL is a k-meromorphic 
theta function associated to L, and hence eL 0 M is a k-meromorphic theta 
function associated to p*L, and yi E M- ‘(~5)). 
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DEFINITION 3. Let a E Zb(B)k, and g be a E-rational function on B such 
that Ial n l(g)1 =@. Set ((g), a)B=6((g)(a)), where (g)(a) is the symbol 
defined in Section 1. 
LEMMA. Let aEZb(B)ks and LED,(A’)~ such that Jai n Jp*LJ = 0 and 
such that u*L = (g) for a k-rational function g on B. Then the symbols 
(p*L, a), and ((g), a), of Definitions 2 and 3, respectively, have the same 
value. 
Proof Let fi: 2’ --) B be the k’-isogeny induced by p, then cl L E ker /I so 
by Cartier-Nishi duality cl dL = 0, dL = (e) for a c-rational function e 
on A’, and p*dL= (eop)=(gd). Hence (p*L, a),= (dL,p,a)/d= 
t(e), p,a)ld = 3(e)(p,a))/d = $(e~p)(a))ld = fi(k% a)/d = c(k)(a)) 
= ((g), a),, by the corollary of Proposition 2 and Corollaries 1 and 2 of 
Proposition 5, Section 3. 
PROPOSITION. Let K be an algebraically closed field, A and B be abelian 
varieties defined over K, and 4: A -+ B be a K-isogeny. Let a be O-cycle on A 
and E E D,(A), such that (a/ n [El = 0. Then there exists LED,(B), such 
that d*L is linearly equivalent to E and such that Ial n Id*LI = 0. 
Proof Let A^ and B denote the Picard varieties of A and B and let 
$: B --) A^ be the K-isogeny induced by 4. Let 6~ B(K) such that J(6) = cl E, 
then there exists L’ E D,(B), such that cl L’ = 6 and d*L’ = E + (g) for 
some rational function g on A. 
Replacing L’ by a linearly equivalent divisor if necessary, we may assume 
that Id*al n IL’1 =fa. It suffices to show that ~(lal)nq4(1cj*L'I)=@. Let 
d=deg& then jb.+al n(dL'I =Iz(. On the other hand, Id,al n IdL’I = 
ld,al n Id,b*L’I =4(lal)nd(I4*L’I). 
DEFINITION 4. Let aE Zb(B)kr and EE D,(B)k- such that (a( n (El = 0. 
Let L E D,(A’),- such that E = p*L + (g) for some k-rational function g on 
B and such that Ial n (,u*LJ = 0. Set (E, a);= (u*L, a),+ ((g), a),. 
Remark. The existence of a divisor L E D,(A’)a such that p*L is linearly 
equivalent to E and Ial n Ip*LI = 0 follows from the proposition. 
LEMMA. (E, a)4, is independent of the choice of L. 
Proof: Let L’ E D,(A’), such that E= p*L’ + (g’) for some k-rational 
function g’ on B and such that (al n Ip*L’I = 0, then p*(L - L’) = (g'/g); 
(4 a)“, - (4 a)“,’ = ((L-L’), p.+a) + v(k/g’)(a)) = (P*(L-L’), aIs + 
a( (g/g’)(a)) = 0, by Corollary 2 of Proposition 5, Section 3. 
We shall write (E, a),= (E, a);. 
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THEOREM. Let a E Zb(B)kf and EE D,(B)f, then the symbol (E, a), is 
biadditiue and (E, a),= (E,, ar)B for all t E B(k’). Zf EE D,(B)I; then 
(E, a)B = c(E(a)). Let yO E U(E)(k’) and S be a c-bounded subset of 
U(E)(k’), then the image of the map 1: S-, Q defined by A(y) = 
(E, (y) - ( Y,,))~ is a bounded subset of IR. 
Proof: Let E, E’ E D,(B), and L, L’ o D,(A’), such that E = n*L + (g) 
and E’ = p*L’ + (g’) for k-rational functions g and g’ on B such that Ial n 
Ip*LI = Ial nIp*L’I =@. Since E+E’=p*(L+L’)+(gg’), we have 
(E + E’, a)B = (E, a)B + (E’, a)B by Corollary 2 of Proposition 5, Section 3. 
Let a’ E Zb(B)kf and L” E D,(A’),- such that E = p*L” + (g”) for some 
k-rational function g” on B and such that [al n Ju*L”J = Ia’1 n (p*L"I = 0, 
then (E, a + a’)B = (E, a)B + (E, a’), by the remark following Proposition 3 
and Corollary 1 of Proposition 5, Section 3. By Definition 3, (E, a)a = 
t7(E(a)) in case E E D!(B)&. 
Let t E BW then E, = P*(L~,(,)) + (g), and pL*(at) = da),ct, so 
UL 4 = (P*L,,~,,, a,),+ (g,, a,)B, where g, is the E-rational function on 
B defined by g,(b) = g(b - t). Since t E: B(k’), 5) is a unit point and 
(E, a)B = (E,, a,)B by Proposition 3 and Corollary 1 of Proposition 5, Sec- 
tion 3. 
By [S, Sect. 2, Corollaire 2 of Proposition 11, p(S) is a o-bounded subset 
of A’ so by Corollary 1 of Proposition 5 and the corollary to Proposition 6, 
Section 3, I(S) is a bounded subset of 08. 
COROLLARY. Let a E Zb(B)k, EE D,(B),, and let (E, a), be the N&on 
symbol, then (E, a), = (E, a)B. 
6 
Let C be an abelian variety defined over k’ of Riemannian type, then 
there exists an abelian variety B’ defined over k’ of diagonal type and a 
k’-isogeny 1,9: C -+ B’, [9, Sect. III]. 
DEFINITION. Let a E Zb( C),, and E E D,(C), such that 1 al n 1 El = 0. Let 
LED,(B),- such that E = $*L + (g) for some k-rational function g on C 
and such that Ial n l$*Ll = 0. Set [E, a] = (L, \Cl,a)B, + 3((g)(a)). 
The arguments given in Section 5 show the existence of a divisor L with 
the required properties and that [E, a] is independent of the choice of L. 
Let a = Cf=, bi y;, with b; E Z and yi E C(k’), then a formula similar to the 
one given in the remark following Definition 2 of Section 5 shows that 
[E, a] = C;= I bi6(B,( y()), where 8, is a specific k-meromorphic theta 
function associated to E and yi, i= l,..., s, are points of G associated to the 
Y;. 
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THEOREM. Let a E TO(C),, and EE D,(C),, then the symbol [E, a] is 
biadditive and [E, a] = [E,, a,] for all t E C(k’). rf EE D!(C),, then 
[E, a] = ti(E(a)). Let y, E U(E)(k’) and S be a &bounded subset of U( E)(k’), 
then the image of the map 1: S --, Q defined by l(y) = [E, (y) - (y,)] is a 
bounded subset of lF8. 
COROLLARY. Let a E ZO( C),., EE D,(C),, and let (E, a), be the N&on 
symbol, then (E, a), = [E, a]. 
The theorem and the corollary follow from the same arguments 
employed in Section 5. The corollary implies that for a E ZO(C),. and 
EE D,(C)kc the value of [E, a] is independent of the choices of the abelian 
variety B’ of diagonal type and of the isogeny $. 
Remark. Let K be a field complete with respect to a discrete valuation, 
A be an abelian variety defined over K, a E &(A),, EE D,(A), and K’ be a 
finite algebraic extension of K such that A’ = A x K K’ is an abelian variety 
of Riemannian type. Let {E, a} = [E, a], where on the right a and E are 
regarded as cycles on A’, then {E, III) is the N&on symbol for A because it 
satisfies (i)-(iv) of Section 1. 
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